Custom Packaging
Options for MRO

Types of Custom Packaging
CARTRIDGE KITS

Loctite Aerospace offers several custom packaging options
that are especially suitable for repair operations. Mixing
small quantities of two-component materials is easily

Barrier cartridge kits and injection cartridge kits are disposable plastic
cartridges capable of mixing two-component materials prior to dispensing.
They are available in 1 oz to 10 oz sizes.
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accomplished with cartridge kits and E-Z PAKs.
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With conventional adhesive handling systems, transferring
adhesive from one container to another generates large
quantities of hazardous waste. When the adhesive is
dispensed from the cartridge, the cartridge is left with a
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Barrier-type cartridge kit

Injection-type cartridge kit

negligible amount of adhesive and can usually be disposed
of in a less costly way.

E-Z PAK ®

Improved Employee Productivity and Safety

E-Z PAKs provide a high integrity barrier pouch divided by an easily removable
clip. The clip separates two compartments, which can hold almost any two-part
adhesive paste.

Conventional adhesive handling systems rely on a worker
to measure, transfer, mix, and dispose of resin, catalyst
and cured material waste. This process of mixing and
preparing the adhesive for application diminishes employee
productivity. Custom packaging offers the ability to store,
meter, mix and dispense the adhesive, minimizing worker
exposure to any hazardous material.
Loctite Aerospace provides custom packaging services for
Hysol materials. Purchasing your Hysol custom packaged

DUAL CARTRIDGE / STATIC MIXER KITS
Dual cartridge/static mixer kits store two-component materials, which can be
mixed during the dispensing of the product through a static mix nozzle. They are
available in 50 ml to 1500 ml sizes.

material direct or from an authorized Loctite Aerospace
distributor is the best way to assure compliance with OEM
specifications and FAA regulations on traceability. Please
call with your Hysol material dispensing or packaging

MIXES COMPONENTS

application requirements.

PUDDING CUPS
Pudding cups offer the convenience of hand mixing with the assurance of
correct mix ratios. They are available in a variety of fill sizes designed to
fit your processing needs.
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